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During the past decade (1978-87), breeding success and

productivity of bald eagles on the lower Columbia River (LCR) has

been far below state and regional averages and well below levels

required for delisting under the Endangered Species Act by the

Pacific States Bald Eagle Recovery Plan. Human disturbance was

suspected as one possible cause for this depressed productivity. I

investigated the response of breeding bald eagles to human activities

in foraging areas on the LCR during Spring and Summer, 1985 and 1986.

Based on preliminary observations I developed a conceptual model

for understanding human-eagle interactions in foraging areas. This

model contrasts two forms of human disturbance. In the first type of

interaction, a moving or actively approaching human forces a direct

confrontation with an eagle. This type of interaction is extremely

rare on the LCR and accounts for a minor proportion of an eagle's

time-energy budget. Only 20% of all moving human activities observed

during this study resulted in close contact (i.e. <500 m) with

eagles; less than 6% of all human-eagle encounters within 500 m

resulted in a visible disturbance to an eagle.

In the second type of interaction, an eagle is presented with

several alternative foraging destinations, several of which may have

human activities occurring nearby. In this situation, the eagle has



the freedom to choose an activity pattern given the existing pattern

of human activities. This type of interaction represents the major

form of human-eagle interaction on the LCR. To investigate this, I

studied six pairs of eagles in each of two years; each pair was

sampled three times during the breeding season, roughly corresponding

to incubation, nestling, and fledgling stages of the nesting cycle.

Each sample consisted of a 3-day control period, during which I

monitored "normal" eagle activity patterns; and a 3-day influence

period, during which I "disturbed" (i.e. stationary boat with

observer) a high-use foraging area. I compared eagle activity

patterns within 1200 m of the experimental disturbance between

sampling periods. On the average, eagles avoided an area within

300-400 m of the human activity. In most cases, eagles spent less

time and had fewer foraging attempts in the entire sample area during

the influence period. Eagle responses were consistent among pairs

and among nesting stages; although, eagle foraging activity increased

dramatically and was more concentrated in the high-use areas during

the later nesting stages.

Based on these results, I developed a model of human-eagle

interactions in foraging areas. I used this model and the results of

this study to develop several alternative management recommendations

involving temporal and spatial restrictions of human activity. I

recommend buffer zones 400 in wide around high-use foraging areas as

the single most appropriate and practical strategy.
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BUMAN-FACLE INTERACIMIS c THE WIER COLUMBIA RIVER

INTRocucriau

Productivity measures (e.g. number of young per occupied site)

have been used by resource managers to monitor the status of eagle

populations (Sprunt et al. 1973, Weekes 1974, Newman et al. 1977).

During the past decade (1978-87), breeding success and productivity

on the lower Columbia River was far below the state and regional

averages (Anthony, unpubl. data), and well below levels suggested for

delisting under the Endangered Species Act (16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.)

by the Pacific States Bald Eagle Recovery Plan (U. S. Fish and

Wildlife Service 1986). Human disturbance and environmental

contaminants were originally suspected as causes for this depressed

productivity, although it was unclear how human activities might be

affecting a response. Human disturbance has frequently been

implicated as the cause of lowered productivity and even territory

abandonment (Murphy 1965, Retfalvi 1965, Juenemann 1973, Thelander

1973, Weekes 1974, Grubb 1976, Anthony and Isaacs, in press).

Likewise, there is considerable evidence that environmental

contaminants have caused reductions in the productivity of some

populations (Stickel et al. 1966, Krantz et al. 1970, Postupalsky

1971, Sprunt et al. 1973, Wiemeyer et al. 1972 and 1974). We now

have evidence that DDE and PCB's are contributing to the problem on

the lower Columbia River (Garrett et al. 1987).

Human activities resulting in direct eagle mortality (e.g.

electrocution, shooting, pesticides, poisoning,) are commonly cited

or implied as causes of the decline in bald eagle numbers (Harlow
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1918, Hornaday 1920, Van Name 1921, Bailey and Wright 1931, Howell

1937, Broley 1947, Coon et al. 1970, Muihern et al. 1970); despite

widespread efforts in law enforcement and education, these factors

continue to impact some populations (Sprunt 1972, Wiemeyer et al.

1984). Human activities indirectly affecting bald eagles present

resource managers with a problem of greater magnitude and long term

significance. Activities of this kind fall into two general

categories: (1) those resulting in permanent disruption of the

eagle's environment (e.g. habitat alterations); and (2) those

resulting in temporary disruption of the eagle's environment (e.g.

most recreational activities).

Early concerns about the loss of bald eagle habitat (i.e.

permanent disturbances) focussed primarily on the cutting of nest

trees (Harlow 1918, Howell 1941, Broley 1947, Corr 1974, Weekes

1974). Indeed, most management efforts to date have been concerned

primarily with the protection of nest sites. Recent studies,

however, have focussed on the destruction of perches and winter

roosts and the degradation of foraging sites (Stalmaster 1976,

Stalmaster and Newman 1979, Hansen et al. 1980, Shapiro et al. 1982,

Knight 1987, Isaacs and Anthony 1987). These and other studies

demonstrate the importance of protecting important habitat

components; resource managers must now direct their efforts towards

identifying sites worthy of protection.

Human activities resulting in temporary disruption of the

eagle's environment (e.g. most recreational activities) represent a

major source of disturbance in many eagle populations. Recreational
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activities in North America have increased dramatically during the

past few decades (U.S. Dept. Inter. 1982); certain nonconsumptive

activities, such as boating, have increased even more dramatically

(Brockman and Merriam 1973, Jensen 1973). The unpredictable and

temporal nature of these activities make them extremely difficult to

monitor and assess; they present resource managers with a formidable

regulatory challenge. The effects of these activities on wintering

bald eagles have been widely studied (Servheen 1975, Steenhof 1976,

Nye and Suring 1978, Stalmaster and Newman 1978, Russel 1980, Skagen

1980, Walter and Garrett 1981, Knight and Knight 1984). Stalmaster

and Newman (1978), Skagen (1980), and Knight and Knight (1984)

reported these activities to be very disturbing to wintering bald

eagles. Comparatively, we know virtually nothing about how temporal

human activities effect breeding bald eagles.

Current management strategies for bald eagles include both

spatial (i.e. buffer zones) and temporal (i.e. critical periods)

restrictions of human activities (Steenhof and Brawn 1978, Stalmaster

1980, Knight and Knight 1987). Buffer zones are used to protect nest

sites and communal roosts during critical times of the year. Despite

increasing awareness of the importance of foraging areas, buffer

zones are rarely employed to protect these areas. Indeed, there is a

general lack of consideration for the management of feeding sites for

breeding bald eagles.
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The purpose of this study was to investigate human-eagle

interactions and to determine how human activities might be effecting

eagle activity patterns. In this paper, I examine how breeding bald

eagles respond to temporal human activities in foraging areas. Based

on the results, I develop a model of human-eagle interactions in

foraging areas that is useful in developing effective buffer zones

around key eagle use areas.
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SLUM AREA

The study was conducted on the lower Columbia River between

Longview, Washington and the Coast, approximately the lower 61 river

miles (Fig. 1). The climate is Pacific Northwest Maritime and is

characterized by mild, wet winters (OctobernJune) and cool, dry

summers (July-September)(U.S. Army Engineer District 1975); mean

annual precipitation and temperature between 1951 and 1980 were 176.7

cm and 10.3 c, respectively (National Weather Service, Astoria, OR).

Extreme year-round temperatures in the study area increase from west

to Past as a result of the decreasing maritime influence.

Habitat--The lower river is characterized by its expansiveness

and the marked temporal changes in aquatic habitat resulting from

pronounced tidal fluctuations. At low tide much of the river bottom

is exposed in large tidal mudflats; water depth fluctuates as much as

11.8 ft between high and low tides during the Summer. The river is

approximately 14.3 km across at its widest point in the vicinity of

Astoria, Oregon and becomes increasingly narrow upriver. Numerous

man-made (i.e. dredge spoil) and natural islands create a network of

channels and sloughs; abundant intertidal marshes add to this to

create a diverse habitat for bald eagles.

Natural islands receive irregular tidal inundation and typically

consist of a mosaic of shrub or forest-dominated swamps; Sitka spruce

(Picea sitchensis), black cottonwood (Populus trichocarpa), red alder

(Alnus rubra), and willow (Salix spp.) are major tree species.

Dredge-spoil islands support varying vegetative growth, depending on
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Figure 1. Study area location on the lower Columbia River.
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their age. Younger dredge-spoils are dominated by dry sand and an

array of herbaceous vegetation, including sedge (Carex spp.),

creeping bentgrass (Agrostis alba), fescue (Festuca spp.), and black

knotweed (Polygonum paronychia); older dredge-spoils support forests

of black cottonwood, red alder, and willow. Marshes occupy the

fringe of most bays and inlets and host a wide variety of plants,

including Igngby's sedge (Carex lyngbyei), horsetail (Equisetum

fluviatile), tufted hairgrass (Deschampsia caespitosa), rush (Juncus

oxymeris), cattail (Typha angustifolia), and reed canary grass

(Phalaris arundinacea). The shorelines are characterized by

extensive upland forests of young, second- and third-growth conifers

with small, isolated patches of old-growth forest. Second- and

third- growth forests are dominated by Douglas-fir (Pseudosuga

menziesii), western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla), and red alder;

old-growth forests also contain Sitka spruce and western redcedar

(Thula plicata).

Human Population--Much of the Oregon shoreline, and to a much

lesser extent the Washington shoreline, is developed. Shorelines in

the vicinity of Young's Bay on the Oregon side and Baker Bay on the

Washington side are occupied by high-density industrial, commercial,

and residential development; remaining developed shoreline consists

of scattered residential and agricultural development. A railroad

runs immediately adjacent to the Oregon shoreline and primary and

secondary paved roads parallel the Washington shoreline throughout

much of the study area.
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The lower Columbia River is a major passageway for the movement

of goods to and from Portland, Vancouver, Longview, and other cities

located upriver. Many of the side channels and sloughs are used for

the storage of logs (i.e. log rafts), which are eventually

transported to Astoria or Longview (via tugboat) for milling or

export. The river is periodically open to commercial fishing; during

the gillnetting season, fishing boats essentially occupy all open

water areas. Commercial activities have a relatively restricted

spatial use pattern; with the exception of gillnetting and some log

storage activity, most commercial activities are concentrated in the

main river channel and a few important side channels. Furthermore,

these activities occur at relatively steady levels, independent of

day of the week or weather. During Spring and Summer, recreational

boating activities (mainly associated with fishing) greatly outnumber

commercial activities on the river; the influx of recreationists

increases dramatically as the eagle breeding season progresses. In

contrast to commercial activities, recreational activities have a

relatively unrestricted spatial use pattern. With the exception of

several favorite fishing areas, recreational use is widely and

irregularly dispersed throughout the river; these activities

occasionally encroach on even the most remote areas of the river.

Furthermore, levels of these activities are subject to widely

fluctuating temporal changes, in response to factors such as weather

and day of the week.
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Eagle PopulationGarrett et al. (1987) provide a complete

description of this population. In summary, resident, adult bald

eagles occupy 22 territories on the lower Columbia River, 12 on the

Washington side of the river and 10 on the Oregon side. Nest sites

are generally associated with stands of old-growth trees; foraging

areas consist predominantly of adjacent shoreline and interchannel

tidal mudflats. During the period of study (1984-1987), mean

distance between active nests was 7.1 km (range 2.1-22.1 km, sd=4.4,

n=41; Garrett et al. 1987). Mean home-range size, as defined by the

harmonic mean 95% utilization contour, was 21.92 and 22.06 km2 (range

5.9-47.3 km2, n=9 pairs) for the breeding and nonbreeding periods,

respectively. Breeding success averaged 38.5% (range 23-55%);

productivity averaged 0.56 young/occupied site (range 0.32-0.77).

The lower Columbia River also serves as a major wintering area for

nonresident eagles. Numbers increase in November or December,

decrease in January, and subsequently peak in February and March,

coinciding with southward and northward migrations, respectively.

During the period of study, the highest estimate of eagle numbers was

171 in February 1986 (Garrett et al. 1987).
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ODNCEPIUAL MDDEL and OBJECTIVES

In order to fully appreciate the significance of my results, it

is necessary to understand the conceptual model from which I

formulated study objectives and sampling methodology. This

conceptual model represents my understanding of how humans and eagles

interact on the lower Columbia River. I developed the model after a

single year of preliminary observations.

In 1984, I observed human and eagle activity patterns throughout

the study area during April-September; observations of human

activities and human-eagle interactions were subjective in nature.

During July-September, I also helped intensively monitor four

breeding pairs of eagles (see Garrett et al. 1987 for complete

details). Monitoring consisted of 8-hour observation periods at

least 4-6 times/month; two pairs were equipped with radio

transmitters. These preliminary observations indicated that nest

disturbances were extremely rare or nonexistent. On the other hand,

human activity levels in the foraging areas were very high. I noted

that recreational boating activities greatly outnumbered all other

human activities in eagle foraging areas. Because of their irregular

spatial pattern and widely fluctuating temporal pattern, I reasoned

that recreational boating activities were potentially very disturbing

to eagles, since eagles are less likely to habituate to unpredictable

disturbances. I also noted that human-eagle interactions involving

moving boating activities were extremely rare and accounted for a

very small proportion of an eagle's time budget. Stationary boating

activities (e.g. anchored fishing boat), on the other hand,
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represented a greater potential for disturbance to eagles. However,

interactions involving stationary boats were not easily assessed,

because stationary activities did not result in visible eagle

disturbance (i.e. flush from perch). I hypothesized that

interactions of this type were resulting in changes in spatial and

temporal use patterns of eagles.

These observations formed the basis for two conceptual models;

these models established the framework for the current study and are

best understood by describing two contrasting scenarios. In the

first scenario ()model A), the foraging area consists of a relatively

narrow river stretch in which eagles hunt from shoreline trees (or

gravel bars) and boaters pass through on a temporal basis. In this

situation, humans actively approach or pass by eagles; eagles merely

react to forced confrontations if humans come too close. In other

words, humans set the parameters of the confrontations. This type of

interaction is prevalent on relatively small rivers where boaters are

funnelled into close contact with eagles. It is typical of wintering

populations on small rivers where eagles are quite mobile and rely

heavily on spawned-out salmon as a food source. The work of

Stalmaster and Newman (1978) and Knight and Knight (1984) in

Washington state best exemplify this scenario. In this situation,

their approach has been to study eagle response to approaching boats

or pedestrians.

In the contrasting scenario (model B), the foraging area

consists of a large estuary in which eagles hunt from shoreline

trees, pilings, or tidal mudflats and fishing boats remain stationary
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most of the time. In this situation, eagles choose their activity

patterns based on patterns of human activities; therefore, eagles set

the parameters of any confrontations. In other words, human

activities disturb the eagle's environment and cause eagles to change

their activity patterns. This type of interaction is prevalent on

large rivers, lakes, estuaries, and coastal areas, where both human

and eagle activities are not restricted to a narrow corridor. It is

typical of breeding populations where eagles are sedentary on a fixed

home range and feed on a variety of prey. In this situation,

research should investigate how stationary human activities influence

eagle spatial use patterns. My initial observations indicated that

the indirect interaction portrayed in this scenario represented the

major form of human-eagle interaction in foraging areas on the lower

Columbia River.

My initial observations also indicated that each pair of eagles

concentrated their foraging activity in only a few locations within

their home range. I noted that these high-use foraging areas were

usually associated with shallow water and were relatively distant

from boating activities, although some foraging areas were associated

with deeper water in close proximity to boating activities. I

hypothesized that stationary boating activities in these high-use

foraging areas represented the most significant source of human-eagle

interaction on the lower Columbia River. To evaluate this, I

developed the following study objectives:
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1. Describe the temporal and spatial activity patterns of bald
eagles and humans in the foraging areas.

2. Determine the relative importance of moving and stationary
boating activities in the foraging areas

3. Determine how stationary boating activity in high-use
foraging areas influences daily activity patterns of breeding
bald eagles.

4. Determine how and at what distance eagles respond to moving
boats and what factors influence their response.
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The sampling design was formulated on the basis of objective 3;

empirical support for other study objectives was coincidental to this

sampling methodology. The study was conducted during the Spring and

Summer of 1985 and 1986. I studied 6 pairs of adult, breeding bald

eagles each year; 3 pairs were studied during both years. Pairs were

well distributed throughout the study area to represent a range of

conditions, and were partially selected on the basis of other study

objectives (see Garrett et al. 1987). I sampled each pair 3 times

during the breeding season, roughly corresponding to the 3 major

stages of the nesting cycle: Incubation (3/23-5/13); nestling

(5/10-7/13); and post-fledging (7/3-8/27). Each sample consisted of

2 sampling periods: (1) a pre-influence period (hereafter referred

to as control period) during which I monitored "normal" eagle

activity patterns for 3 days; followed by (2) an influence period

during which I disturbed a high-use foraging area for 3 days (Fig.

2). The foraging area which received the most eagle use during the

control period and also afforded an observer good visibility of the

surrounding area was selected for the experiment. The disturbance

consisted of a stationary boat (with the author) positioned centrally

in the high-use area. With a few exceptions, I coordinated 8-hour

observation periods around morning low tides, since this coincided

with peak eagle foraging activity.
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Figure 2. Sampling design schematic for experimental disturbance
studies on bald eagles on the lower Columbia River, 1985-86.
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Data Collection

During the control period, I observed eagles from a motorboat or

land-based vehicle, depending on accPqsibility. During the influence

period, I observed eagles from a motorboat positioned centrally in

the foraging area. Observations during the influence period were

therefore restricted to a much smaller area than during the control

period. During most of the study period, one member of an eagle pair

remained at the nest site while the other foraged; I focussed

observations on the foraging eagle. Later in the breeding season

(late nestling and post-fledging stages) when both adults foraged

away from the nest site simultaneously, I attempted to monitor both

adults. As a result of my efforts to maintain continuous and

detailed observations on eagles, I was not able to document all human

activities occurring within the home range. Consequently, I

maintained complete observations on the foraging area and recorded

human activities outside of these areas whenever possible.

I plotted all human and eagle movements on large-scale (1:12000)

black and white photographs. Large scale and high resolution allowed

me to identify individual trees on the photographs and accurately

record locations (e.g. perch sites). Human activities associated

with permanent human-use areas (e.g. residential areas, highways,

marinas) were not recorded. I differentiated between research and

nonresearch related human activities; unless otherwise noted,

research activities were not included in the analysis.
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I categorized human activities by type (pedestrian, boat,

automobile, aircraft, train, industrial noise, gunshot, blasting,

chainsaw/logging noise), motion (stationary, moving), noise level

(soft, moderate, loud), and speed (slow, moderate, fast); and

recorded the time of day, duration of activity (in seconds), and

distance from the center of the high-use foraging area under study.

Similarly, I recorded time and activity budgets for eagles. Each

time an eagle changed locations or behaviors, I categorized the

observation by general activity (e.g. perching, directional flight,

soaring flight, predation attempt, etc.) specific activity (e.g. prey

pursuit, hunting, loafing, handling prey, feeding self, etc.),

habitat type, perch substrate (e.g. tree species, piling, driftwood,

ground, etc.), tide level, and weather conditions; and recorded the

time of day, duration of activity (in seconds), distance from the

center of the high-use foraging area under study, and height above

water. I also noted hunting tactics (direct predation of live prey,

scavenge, pirate), outcome (successful, unsuccessful), prey species,

and prey size for all predation attempts. Distances were measured to

the nearest meter from plotted map locations using a digitizer.

Height above water was estimated visually in the field to the nearest

meter. Based on horizontal distance and height above water, I

converted all distance measures to straight-line distance for

analysis.

To assess human-eagle interactions, I opportunistically noted

each time a human activity approached within 500 m of any eagle. I

chose 500 in to limit the number of observations, and because I never
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witnessed a human-induced eagle disturbance at distances greater than

500 m. A human activity approaching within 500 m of an eagle was

considered a single human-eagle encounter; a single human activity

could be involved in more than one encounter. For each human-eagle

encounter, I recorded eagle response behavior (e.g. no response,

agitation, flush and leave the area, etc.), minimum distance between

human and eagle, minimum distance between human and nest, minimum

distance between eagle and nest, duration of behavioral response (in

seconds), and flight distance following a flush. Following flush

disturbances, I also noted whether the eagle left the immediate area,

flew to a nearby perch, or returned to the original perch. Again, I

measured all distances from plotted map locations using a digitizer

and converted them to straight-line distance.

I defined disturbance as any human presence or activity which

caused a change in the behavior of nearby eagles (Fraser 1984);

disturbances were further separated into agitation and flush

disturbances. I defined agitation disturbance as a visibly disturbed

behavioral state which did not result in an a flush. Keen

attentiveness towards the offender and frequent aggressive

vocalizations characterized this condition when directed at

stationary human activities; flightiness (e.g. wing-flicking,

flight-ready posture) and rapid head movements were characteristic

responses to approaching humans. I defined flush disturbance as any

human-induced flight from a perch. Flush disturbances were generally

easy to assess; they were usually verified by agitated behavior

immediately preceding flight. I sometimes had difficulty
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distinguishing agitation behaviors from other natural behaviors;

human-induced flights were occasionally difficult to distinguish from

natural flights when no agitation behavior prior to flight was

observed. To eliminate any bias due to subjective assessments, I

confined the analysis to verified flush disturbances, unless

otherwise noted.

Data Analysis

Human and Eagle Activity Patterns--To assess human activity

patterns, where appropriate, I report summary statistics in units of

Boating Activity Minutes (BANS); a stationary HAMS represents one

boat occupying a fixed location for one minute. To assess eagle

foraging patterns, I use eagle activity minutes (EAMS) within 400 m

of the high-use foraging area as an indicator of foraging effort,

unless otherwise stated. I chose 400 m as the cutoff point to

exclude possible nonforaging-related activities from the measure; two

nest sites were located approximately 500 m away from the foraging

area under study, making it difficult in these cases to differentiate

foraging activity from other activities. To facilitate comparisons

involving differences in observation effort, I standardized all

measures to a per hour of observation (ar.obs.).

Experimental Disturbance--I defined a sample area surrounding

the high-use area as the visible area less than 1200 m from the

observer during the influence period (Fig. 3). This represented the

largest area that I could consistently and effectively observe during

both sampling periods. To aid the analysis, I defined a series of
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concentric, 100 m influence zones around the location of the

experimentally introduced human activity within each sample area

(Fig. 3). Five variables, as follows, were defined to measure eagle

activity; because the length of the observation period varied

slightly among days, all measures were standardized to an 8-hour day:

1. Time: Duration of time spent in each influence zone. This
measure included all behavioral activities associated with a
fixed location (i.e. perched eagle); flight times between perch
locations were not included.

2. Foraging Time: Duration of time spent in foraging-related
activities in each influence zone. This measure included time
spent actively searching for prey from a perch and time spent
engaged in prey capture; it did not include flight times or
time spent engaged in feeding or other activities from a perch.
The subjectivity involved in determining an eagle's behavioral
status (i.e. actively hunting or not) limits the usefulness of
this measure; although it is included here because of its
ecological appeal as a response measure.

3. Perch Visits: Number of perch visits to each influence
zone. A single perch visit was defined as an entry into an
influence zone associated with one or more fixed locations
(i.e. perch location or predation attempt). Short
perch-to-perch movements within the same influence zone were
included in the same visit. Flights between perches in the
same zone that did not enter the next closer zone were included
in the same visit; whereas, flights entering the next closer
zone terminated the visit to that zone.

4. Perch/Flight Visits: Number of perch visits plus flight-only
visits to each influence zone. A single flight -only visit was
defined as an entry into an influence zone not associated with
a fixed location (i.e. flight only); however, only the closest
influence zone approached in flight received a visit. This
measure was designed to assess sensitivity of eagle flight
movements to stationary boat activities.

5. Predation Attempts: Number of predation attempts in each
influence zone. To maintain objectivity, this measure included
successful and unsuccessful attempts involving actual strikes
(for live prey), active pursuits (for pirate attempts), and any
scavenging attempt; sorties not associated with an actual
strike and flights over carcasses were not included.
Consequently, this measure underestimates activity associated
directly with the capture of prey.
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Figure 3. Sample area (bold line) and influence zones (concentric
rings) for one high-use foraging area for the Deep River eagle pair
on the lower Columbia River.
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I compared eagle activity in the sample area between the control

and influence periods. No statistical procedure was deemed

completely effective in quantifying this relationship, largely due to

the abundance of "zeros" (i.e. no use influence zones) and

nonnormally distributed data. Consequently, I developed a

nonstatistical procedure for quantitatively comparing eagle activity

between sampling periods. Expected use of each influence zone was

based on control period eagle activity. I considered a zone used

less than expected if influence period use was less than 50% of that

during the control period. Likewise, I considered a zone used more

than expected if influence period use was greater than 50% of that

during the control period. I defined "response distance" as the area

around the experimental disturbance used less than expected during

the influence period.

Moving Human Activities--I categorized all human-eagle

encounters into 100 in intervals, based on minimum distance between

human and eagle, and used Pearson's chi-square statistic

(two-dimensional models) to test for independence of response

behavior (i.e. no response versus flush) and encounter distance

(Fienberg 1982). Because of sample size limitations, I included both

research and nonresearch human activities in this analysis. Based on

these results, I reclassified human-eagle encounters into two

distance intervals (<200 in and >200 r) and used the maximum

likelihood ratio (MLR) statistic (three-dimensional models) to

examine the individual effects of several factors (Table 1) on

response behavior while controlling for encounter distance (Fienberg
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1982). This procedure involves a hierarchical partition of the

3-dimensional log-linear model into its individual effect and

interactive effect components. The difference in MLR. between the

model of no 3-way interaction (includes all three 2-way interactions)

and the model without the factor-response interaction (includes

distance-response and distance-factor interactions), is a statistical

measure of the effect of the factor on response behavior while

controlling for encounter distance (Fienberg 1982). Interpretation

of factors with significant effects was based on an analysis of

standardized residuals for the model without the factor-response

interaction. I established categories for each factor that were

biologically meaningful; although, I combined categories when

necessary to ensure adequate expected cell values (Fienberg 1982).

For flush responses, I used Nonparametric procedures (Mann Whitney 17-

test for factors with 2 groups, Eruskal-Wallis Analysis of Variance

for factors with >2 groups) to examine the individual effects of

several factors (Table 1) on flush distance.
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Table 1. Factors evaluated for their effect on eagle flushing
response and distance to approaching humans on the lower Columbia
River, 1985-86.

Factor Levels Additional Notes

EAGLE CHARACTERISTICS

Perch Height

Distance to Nest

Activity

Age

Breeding Status

Residence Status

Hunger Condition

Nesting Stage

HUMAN CHARACTERISTICS

Approaching Speed

Noise Intensity

<1m
1-10m
>10m

<400m
400-800m
>800m

on nest

loafing/other

hunting/feeding

adult
subadult

active
inactive/failure

resident adult
nonresident

fed within 2h
not fed

incubation
nestling
fledgling

slow
moderate
fast

soft
moderate/loud

*includes incubating,
brooding, feeding young
*includes minor
miscellaneous activities

*based on plumage
characteristics

*terminology defined by
Postupalsky (1974)

*did not include eagles
with unknown condition
status

*young in the nest
*post-fledging

*based on relative speeds

*based on relative noise
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Table 1 cont.

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS

Time of Day

Precipitation

Sky Cover

<0600h
0600-0800h
0800-1000h
>1000h

none
rainy

clear
cloudy
overcast/fog

*steady, intermittent
light, or heavy rain

*<25% cloud cover
*25-95% cloud cover
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RESULTS AND DTSCUSSEIN

General Activity Patterns

Due to my inability to effectively observe and document all

human activities, the data presented in this section represent

conservative measures of human activity levels. Similarly, the data

on eagle activity patterns represent indices of foraging activity

(see methods). These data are used to assess relative patterns.

Human Activities

Stationary boating activities represented the greatest potential

source of disturbance to breeding eagles on the lower Columbia River.

Boating activities comprised 84% by frequency and 89% by time of 2967

human activities recorded throughout the study area in 1985 and 1986

(Fig. 4). Off-road vehicles (e.g. beach combing for firewood) and

pedestrians (e.g. beach walking) accounted for 5% each by frequency

and 2% and 7% by time, respectively; although these activities were

largely confined to a single site. Although 67% of all boating

activities by frequency were moving, only 13% of all boating

activities by time were moving (Fig. 4). The high frequency of

moving activity reflects the fact that each stationary activity was

generally associated with two or more periods of movement (i.e. to

and from the site). The total amount of time that the eagle's

environment was disrupted was far more the result of stationary

boating activities (Fig. 4); almost all stationary boating activities

were recreational in nature.
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Figure 4. Relative occurrence (percent) of major human activity
types observed on the lower Columbia River, 1985-86, based on total
frequency of human activities observed (A, N=2967) and total time of
human activity observed (B, N=138645 min). The relative occurrence
of moving versus stationary boats was based on total frequency of
boat activities observed (A, N=2498) and total time of boat activity
observed (B, N=123565 min).
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These results confirm my preliminary observations and support my

choice of model B (i.e. eagle activity patterns modified in response

to stationary human activities) as the most appropriate basis for the

study design. I am not aware of other attempts to distinguish

between the effects of stationary and moving activities on bald

eagles. Investigations designed to measure disturbance responses are

usually formulated on the basis of model A (i.e. eagles forced to

respond to actively approaching humans), and often without

recognition of the differences among alternative conceptual models.

Temporal Patterns

Season--Human activity levels varied seasonally and were

greatest when eagle foraging activity was highest (Fig. 5). Boating

activity increased more than 11-fold from incubation (mid -March to

mid-May) to fledgling (July-August) periods; eagle foraging activity

increased more than 4-fold for the same period (Fig. 5a). Increased

eagle foraging activity reflected the increasing nutritional needs of

growing young. Increased foraging effort may also have reflected a

decrease in fish availability during the fledgling period (Garrett et

al. 1987). The relative availability of live fish was determined by

monthly sampling at 4 beach seine sites by the National Marine

Fisheries Service (Hammond, OR) from March to August, 1980. It is

also possible that the seasonal increase in eagle foraging effort was

the result of a human-induced decrease in foraging efficiency.

Knight and Knight (1986) documented that feeding efficiency declines
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Figure 5. Temporal patterns in eagle and boating activity levels on
the lower Columbia River, 1985-86, by season (A), day of the week
(B), time of day (C), and tide level (D). Eagle activity for season
and day of week represent time spent (min) within 400 in of the high-
use foraging areas during the control period. Eagle activity for
time of day represents the number of predation attempts within 1200 in
of the high-use foraging areas during the control period. Eagle
activity for tide level represents the total number of predation
attempts observed throughout the study area and was adopted from
Garrett et al. (1987). Boating activity for all factors represents
total boating activity minutes observed throughout the study area
during control and influence periods. All measures are reported on a
per hour of observation basis.
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as the possibility of human encounter increases, largely as a result

of more time spent scanning for intruders.

Day--I found no evidence that eagles modified their foraging

activity patterns in relation to daily fluctuations in human activity

levels. Boating activity increased more than 3-fold from weekdays to

weekend; whereas, eagle foraging activity appeared to fluctuate

independently of this temporal factor (Fig. 5b). The eagle's

persistent foraging activity on the weekend may have been a result of

their unwillingness to reduce food supplies to their young or abandon

the nest territory for areas of lower human activity. In contrast,

for the same population, Garrett et al. (1987) noted that eagles that

failed in their nesting attempt were quite mobile and often spent

considerable time away from their established "breeding" territory,

suggesting, perhaps, that eagles not caring for eggs or young may be

more easily displaced by periodic influxes of human activities.

Similarly, wintering bald eagles on the Skagit River were easily

displaced by temporally high levels of human activity; Stalmaster

(pers. comm.) observed a significant decrease in the number of

feeding eagles and the amount of feeding activity on weekends,

presumably in response to dramatic increases in boating activity.

Unlike wintering eagles, successful breeding eagles on the Columbia

River apparently adapted to these periodic influxes of human

activities due to their reduced mobility.

Time of Day--Different daily activity patterns of humans and

eagles resulted in fewer potential interactions between humans and

foraging eagles. Boating activity increased steadily from sunrise to
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0900 h and thereafter remained relatively constant. Eagle foraging

activity, on the other hand, was highest early in the morning from

0400-0600 h, decreased steadily until 0900 h, and thereafter dropped

to a minimal level (Fig. 5c). Similar trends in eagle foraging

activity have been noted for other populations (Servheen 1975, Skagen

1980, Stalmaster 1980, Young 1980, Harmata 1984); although some

populations also foraged extensively in the evening (Servheen 1975,

Steenhof 1976). Early morning foraging is most likely related to

hunger (Garrett et al. 1987); although, it may be an effort by eagles

to minimize their interaction with humans. Stalmaster (pers. comm.)

attributes higher morning counts of wintering bald eagles on the

Skagit River to be partially the result of less boating activity

early in the day. During a previous study, Skagen (1980) noted that

human activities during the early morning hours were most disturbing

to eagle foraging efforts. Regardless of the reason for these

temporal patterns, it is apparent that on the Columbia River, early

morning human activities are potentially more disrupting of eagle

foraging activity.

Tide--Eagle foraging patterns were strongly influenced by tidal

fluctuations, which altered the exposure of tidal mudflats and

shorelines. Eagles foraged much more than expected at low tides and

less than expected at high tides (Fig. 5d), largely due to increased

scavenging of fish carcasses that were available on tidal mudflats

(Garrett et al. 1987). Other investigators have suggested a similar

response to tidal fluctuations (Braley 1947, Hancock 1964, Ofelt

1975, Todd 1979, Young 1980), but I am unaware of any other attempts
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to quantify this relationship. Increased foraging activity at low

tide may have also been in response to the restricted spatial use

pattern of boating activities. Boats, and therefore most river-based

human activities, were restricted to deeper water during low tide.

Unfortunately, I was unable to separate the effects of increased prey

availability from the effects of reduced human activities on tidal

mudflats.

Spatial Patterns

Among- Pairs -- Boating activity levels varied considerably among

eagle territories [range 0.4-296.5 Boating Activity Minutes (BANS)/

hr.obs.], largely depending on their proximity to favored fishing

areas. Four territories accounted for 87% of the total BAMS recorded

(Fig. 6) and controlled most of the temporal changes in human

activities discussed previously. I recorded the lowest human

activity levels in an atypical territory on the lower Young's River,

a major tributary of the Columbia River. The key foraging area,

located adjacent to the nest site, consisted of a very narrow river

channel which dissected extensive agricultural (i.e predominantly

dairy pasture) and low-density, rural-residential areas.

Consequently, there was considerable permanent disturbance of the

area (i.e. habitat alteration, highway traffic, houses), but there

was minimal human use of the river itself. In contrast, I recorded

the highest levels of human activity in a typical territory near

Rocky Point, Washington. The key foraging area consisted of an

undeveloped inlet with extensive tidal mudflats located near a major
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Figure 6. Distribution of boating activity among eagle territories
on the lower Columbia River, 1985-86. Percent based on total boating
activity minutes observed during control and influence periods per
hour of observation (N =738 BAMS/hr.obs.).
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fishing area. Consequently, there was virtually no permanent

disturbance of the area, but there was considerable temporal

disturbance (i.e. boating activities) of the foraging area. These

contrasting sites illustrate the distinction between temporal

disturbances of the foraging area and other forms of human-eagle

interaction. I observed similar independence of permanent and

temporal human activities for the other territories.

I found no evidence that pairs witnessing higher levels of

boating activity in their key foraging areas were using these areas

less than other pairs over the long term (i.e. two breeding seasons).

Total duration of time, time spent hunting, and total number of

predation attempts were not correlated with the amount of boating

activities (total boating activity, stationary boating activity only,

and moving boating activity only) within 400 ra (r<+0.217, p>0.574) or

1200 m (r<+0.415, p>0.267) of foraging areas. Because eagles foraged

most intensely in the early morning, use of foraging areas may have

been unaffected by increased levels of human activity later in the

day. To evaluate this, I compared eagle activity with boating

activity in foraging areas during early morning hours only (<0900 h).

Although boating activity levels were lower during this time of day,

their relative distribution among territories remained nearly the

same. Consequently, the relationship between eagle activity and

total boating activity did not change (<400 nt, r< ±0.234, p>0.544;

<1200m, r<+0.446, p>0.229). However, there was a weak association

between stationary boating activity and time spent foraging within

400 m of the high-use area (r=-0.567, p=0.112). Although
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statistically insignificant, we believe that this relationship is

biologically meaningful.

These data suggest that within the current range of boating

activity levels on the lower Columbia River, the long term intensity

of use that a particular foraging area receives is largely influenced

by factors other than boating activity. Apparently, the current

range of boating activities in foraging areas is below levels

required to elicit long -term displacement of eagles. Unfortunately,

the data do not allow me to predict at what boating activity levels

displacement might occur. In addition, this cursory analysis does

not account for interactions occurring on more complex temporal and

spatial scales (I investigate these more complex interactions below)

or the effects of other factors potentially influencing foraging area

use. For example, it is likely that the abundance and distribution

of suitable hunting perches and the availability of prey strongly

effect how intensively a particular area is used. Small foraging

areas focussed on a single suitable perch site are likely to receive

less eagle use than larger areas with abundant and well-distributed

perches. These data do provide an initial indication, however, that

stationary boating activities in close proximity to key foraging

areas may influence how intensely the areas are hunted (I investigate

this more thoroughly below).

Within-Pairs--Eagles and humans partitioned the habitat on a

spatial scale. Most eagle pairs concentrated their foraging in only

a few locations. For this population, Garrett et al. (1987) defined

high-use areas with the harmonic mean 25% and 50% utilization
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contours (based on all perch locations). As defined, high-use areas

essentially included the nest site and key foraging are c. High-use

areas based on the 50% contours comprised an average of only 6% (1.3

km2) of the average home range size (range 1.12-18.67%; 0.1-4.2 km2).

All eagle pairs demonstrated similar concentrated spatial use

patterns (Fig. 7, Garrett et al. 1987). Within high-use areas,

eagles largely concentrated their activity around one or more hunting

perches that offered an eagle good visibility of the adjacent

foraging area. Consequently, eagle foraging activity in the high-use

area decreased exponentially with increasing distance from the center

of the high -use area (i.e. the location of their favorite perch

sites) (Fig. 8).

Conversely, boating activities were much less common in high-use

foraging areas than elsewhere. Less than 12% of all boating activity

minutes occurred within 800 m of the high-use foraging areas, for all

territories (Fig. 9). This pattern was mostly governed by the

distribution of stationary boating activities. TPSS than 7% of all

stationary HAMS occurred within 800 in of the foraging areas, largely

because most stationary boating activities were associated with

deep-water areas, while foraging areas were associated with shallow

water or exposed mudflats. In contrast, almost 50% of all moving

boating activities were within 800 m of the foraging areas, largely

because of the presence of boating channels in close proximity

(200-800 m) to the foraging areas.

These data clearly indicate that eagles and humans partitioned

the foraging habitat, whether it was intentional or not. However, it
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Figure 7. Breeding season home range (Harmonic Mean 95% utilization
contour) and high-use areas (Harmonic Mean 50% utilization contours)
for the Deep River eagle pair on the lower Columbia River, 1985-86.
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Figure 8. Distribution of eagle foraging activity (N=12138 min) and
boating activity (N=15807 min) observed during the control period on
the lower Columbia River, 1985-86, in relation to distance from the
high-use foraging areas (HUA).
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Figure 9. Distribution of total boating activity observed during the
control period (N=69229 min) on the lower Columbia River, 1985-86, in
relation to distance from the high-usP foraging areas (HM), and the
relative contribution of stationary versus moving boats to this
pattern.
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is unclear whether human activities actually displaced eagles to a

few concentrated, shallow-water foraging areas, or whether eagles

actually preferred these areas and the spatial partitioning of the

habitat was merely coincidental. On the lower Columbia River,

evidence suggests that fish are more available and perhaps more

vulnerable in shallow water, and that fish carcasses, which are a

major component of this population's diet, are more abundant on

exposed mudflats (Garrett et al. 1987). However, it is also widely

acknowledged that human activities sometimes displace eagles to areas

of lower human activity. In Minnesota and Maryland, nests are

farther from permanent human activity centers than random points

(Fraser et al. 1985, Andrew and Mosher 1982). Wintering eagles on

the Nooksack River disproportionately used areas of low human

activity (Stalmaster and Newman 1978). These authors also noted

significantly higher eagle use of the river side with least human

activity. Corr (1974) speculated that shoreline sections near eagle

nests in southeast Alaska that were heavily used by commercial and

recreational crafts received less eagle use. These spatial use

patterns are similar in nature to the one I observed on the lower

Columbia River. Based on support from these studies, both

explanations for the habitat partitioning seem plausible. Indeed, it

seems likely that both foraging preferences and human-induced

displacement were operating simultaneously to affect the restricted

spatial use patterns of foraging eagles on the lower Columbia River.
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Human-Eagle Interactions

Direct human disturbances of any kind were rarely observed

during this study; yet human use of the study area was relatively

high. It appeared as though humans were having minimal direct impact

on eagle activity patterns; occasionally a boat would flush an eagle

from a perch. I speculated that eagles instead were modifying their

activity patterns in response to the presence of stationary human

activities to minimize their direct interactions with humans. I

distinguished between human-eagle interactions involving moving human

activities (model A) and those involving stationary human activities

(model B).

Response to Stationary Human Activities

Most eagles did not approach stationary human activities at

close distances and were almost never disturbed when they did so.

Boating activities accounted for 91% (by time) of all stationary

human activities. Of 822 individual stationary boating activities

(i.e. each boating activity considered as a single observation,

regardless of the number of eagles encountered), only 15% (124)

resulted in close contact (i.e. <500 m) with eagles, and only 0.12%

(1) resulted in a visible disturbance to an eagle. Similarly, I

observed disturbances in only 2.3% (34/1461) of all human-eagle

encounters involving stationary boats (i.e. each boating activity

could be involved in several encounters), including encounters

involving research-related activities. Based on these data,

stationary boats do not appear to be very disturbing to eagles.
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However, in this type of interaction (model B), the eagles are

largely in control of the encounters, because they can modify their

spatial use patterns in response to stationary boats. The question

is then: Are eagles actively modifying their spatial use patterns in

response to the presence of stationary boats and thereby affecting

such low encounter and disturbance rates?

Disturbances involving stationary human activities were

predominantly agitation responses and were almost always in response

to the research boat during the influence period. In these cases,

eagles typically flew in to the disturbed area, perched 100-200 In

away, displayed obvious agitated behaviors, and subsequently left the

area or returned to a comfortable distance. Responses to other

nonresearch, stationary activities were rarely observed. I discuss

the implications of these agitation disturbances from a theoretical

perspective in a subsequent section (see Dual Disturbance Threshold

Model). I reserve the remainder of this section to an analysis of

how eagle activity patterns were modified in response to the

experimental, stationary boating activity.

Experimental Disturbance: General Effects--Eagle activity in

foraging areas was modified substantially during the influence period

in response to the experimental, stationary boat. Eagles on the

average avoided an area within 300-400 m of the human activity (Fig.

10). During the control period, eagle activity decreased steadily

between 0-400 m (Fig. 10a). This was largely due to a typical

pattern of concentrated use around key foraging perches. However, in

at least 4 areas, eagle use was dispersed around a foraging area; no
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Figure 10. Comparison of activity (min/8-hour day) for all eagle
pairs between control and influence periods in relation to distance
from the experimental disturbance (HUA) on the lower Columbia River,
1985-86, based on total time (A) and foraging time (B).
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single perch dominated the spatial use pattern. Beyond 400 m, eagle

activity was largely unaffected by the experimental disturbance. The

large expenditure of time between 400-600 m was largely a result of

nest site activity; nest sites were located approximately 500 m from

the center of two foraging areas under study. Total time spent

actively hunting illustrates the distribution of eagle foraging

activity in relation to the experimental disturbance (Fig. 10b).

These data more clearly demonstrate an avoidance of the foraging area

during the influence period. The number of perch visits to each

influence zone did not exhibit the strong bimodal pattern evident

with total time. Further, the pattern of rapidly decreasing use

within 400 in was less evident with perch visits than with total time

and foraging time (Fig. 11a). This largely reflects the fact that

eagles often perched in a single location for considerable periods of

time. Also, eagle foraging effort was often very casual in nature;

eagles frequently perched in the foraging area for long periods of

time without actively scanning for prey. Hence, the perch visits

measure was less influenced by temporal considerations and therefore

provided a better means of isolating spatial use patterns.

Eagle flight movements were not modified to the same degree as

perching activities during the influence period. On the average,

eagle perch/flight visits (perch and flight -only visits combined)

were precluded within 200-300 in of the human activity (Fig. 11b).

However, even within 200 m, the perch/flight response was much less

pronounced in comparison with other eagle activity measures. During

the influence period, eagles often flew past the observer at close
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Figure 11. Comparison of activity (# visits/8-hour day) for all
eagle pairs between control and influence periods in relation to
distance from the experimental disturbance (HUA) on the lower
Columbia River, 1985-86, based on number of perch visits (A) and
number of perch or flight visits (B).
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distances on their way to and atm other undisturbed foraging areas.

Eagles also frequently flew directly past the observer and perched

300-500 m away. Soonafter this "inspection", some of these eagles

vacated the area. In other cases, eagles remained at a "safe"

distance and made foraging flights into the disturbed area. These

forays sometimes resulted in very close approaches (i.e. <100 m), and

foraging attempts were often successful. Foraging success within 400

m of the human activity during the influence period was slightly

higher (78%, n=18) than during the control period (66%, n=82),

although this difference was insignificant (x2=0.96, df=1, p=0.326).

However, the number of predation attempts within 400 m of the

disturbance was dramatically less during the influence period (Fig.

12). Hence, foraging activity was largely precluded within 400 m of

the disturbance; although, eagles did occasionally forage in the

disturbed area when there was high probability of success.

Interestingly, eagles did not simply redistribute their use of

the sample area during the influence period; that is, eagles did not

increase their use of outer portions of the sample area to compensate

for their reduced use of the center. In fact, eagle use beyond 400 m

remained virtually the same during both sampling periods (Fig.

10-12). Unfortunately, I was unable to effectively quantify eagle

use outside the sample area (>1200 m) during the influence period.

Partial observations, however, indicate that eagles sometimes shifted

their activities to other foraging areas within their territory. I

documented this phenomenon for a single pair during two samples.

Indeed, I observed this pair utilizing previously undocumented
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Figure 12. Comparison of the number of predation attempts
(attempts/8-hour day) for all eagle pairs between control and
influence periods in relation to distance from the experimental
disturbance (BUM on the lower Columbia River, 1985-86.
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foraging areas. These observations indicate that a single,

stationary boat has the potential to effect a pair's entire range use

pattern, in addition to the rather obvious proximal effects.

The experiments conclusively demonstrated that the temporary

changes in eagle spatial use patterns were the direct result of the

human activity and were not simply correlated with it. The

experimental boating activity not only effected general eagle use of

the foraging area, but also reduced the number of predation attempts

and probably overall foraging efficiency. I am not aware of other

similar experimental studies on territorial, breeding bald eagles.

Observations on foraging behavior of wintering bald eagles are

similar to my findings. On the Skagit River, Skagen (1980) noted

that winter feeding activity was significantly reduced for periods of

up to 30 min following a human activity. Similarly, Stalmaster and

Newman (1978) noted that winter feeding behavior on the Nooksack

River was disrupted by the mere presence of humans. Humans

temporarily displaced eagles to marginal habitat and confined the

population to a smaller area; disturbed birds avoided the same

feeding area for long periods following the disturbance. Walter and

Garrett (1981) also noted a temporary shift in spatial use away from

temporal human activity centers (e.g. waterfowl hunters) for

wintering eagles in the Big Bear Valley, California. Unfortunately,

the approaches used in these studies, including mine, made it

difficult to isolate the effects of human activities from the effects

of temporal shifts in food availability or natural shifts in eagle

spatial use patterns.
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Experimental Disturbance: Variation Among Pairs--Although

characteristics of the high-use foraging areas differed dramatically,

response distances were surprisingly similar for most pairs. Based

on the number of perch visits to each influence zone, conservative

estimates of response distance ranged from 200-900 m (Table 2). The

Deep River and Aldrich Point pairs deviated noticeably from the norm.

The Clifton pair also deviated markedly; however, the data for this

pair was too scarce to warrant a reliable interpretation. The Deep

River eagle pair was by far the most tolerant; they avoided an area

within 100-200 m of the stationary disturbance. In contrast, the

Aldrich Point eagle pair was the least tolerant; they avoided an area

within 800-900 m of the human activity (Table 2). The differences

among these pairs was probably related to the characteristics of the

high-use foraging areas, particularly, the size of the actual

foraging area and the availability of alternative perch sites. For

example, the Deep River foraging sites were comprised of extensive

tidal mudflats (i.e. preferred foraging habitat) with several

alternative hunting perches. Perch trees were well-distributed along

the shoreline, and pilings and large driftwood were scattered

throughout the tidal mudflats. Hence, the eagles were able to shift

their use to alternative perch sites and still hunt the same tidal

mudflats. In contrast, the Aldrich Point foraging sites were

comprised of smaller, localized tidal mudflats with few or no

alternative perches; eagle use was concentrated on single, isolated

trees on shrub- dominated islands. Hence, the eagles exhibited an

"all or nothing" response; they either used the area or they did not.
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Table 2. Bald eagle response distance to experimental, stationary
boating activity on the lower Columbia River, 1985-86. Minus signs
represent influence zones used >50% less than expected during the
influence period; plus signs represent influence zones used >50% more
than expected during the influence period.

Influence Zone (rn)a
Eagle Pair 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900

Deep River - + -
Clifton - - - +
Young's River 1986 - + + + +
Mill Creek 1986 - (_)b - + + - +
Mill Creek 1985 - - + + - - -
Fort Columbia 1986 - + + +
Rocky Point - - + + _

Maygar
Twilight - - - - -
Young's River 1985 - - - -
Fort Columbia 1985 - - - - + -
Aldrich Point - - - - - - +

aInfluence zones represent 100 meter-wide bands around the location
of the experimental disturbance.

bZone not used during control or influence period. Minus sign used
to maintain visual pattern..
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There are several possible explanations for the variation in

response patterns. Differences among pairs may be a function of the

location of the experimental disturbance within each pair's home

range. Stalmaster and Newman (1978) suggested that tolerance to

human activity is related to the location of the disturbance; that

eagles are more tolerant of human activities in locations where they

expect to see them. They showed that wintering eagles on the

Nooksack River were more easily disturbed by approaches that occurred

on the river channel than from adjacent farm meadows where human

activity was common. Similarly, Russell (1980) found that wintering

eagles on the Sauk and Suiattle Rivers in Washington were more

tolerant of boating activities on river stretches with higher levels

of human activity.

Variation among pairs may also be a function of previous

experiences with human disturbance, particularly the number and

outcome of previous interactions (Fraser 1984, Knight and Knight

1987). While it is widely acknowledged that learning plays a major

role in avian behavior, it is not clear how learning influences an

eagle's tolerance of humans. Eagles may either become sensitized or

habituated to human activities. For example, Stalmaster and Newman

(1978) noted that adults flushed at greater distances from humans

than immatures, suggesting that a conditioning process was taking

place. However, others have been unable to detect differences

between age classes in flushing response or flush distance (Knight

and Knight 1984, Russell 1980, this study). Further, Stalmaster

(pers. comm) recently noted that immatures were more easily disturbed
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than adults on the Skagit River. Fraser et al. (1985) noted that

incubating eagles flew at greater distances with each repeated

disturbance; whereas, Stalmaster and Newman (1978) found no change in

flush distance of winter migrants with repeated disturbances of

perched eagles. These conflicting observations suggest that other

factors are often more important in influencing an eagle's response

than previous exposure to human disturbance. On the lower Columbia

River, if pairs were becoming habituated or sensitized to humans,

then we would expect to see a positive (sensitized) or negative

(habituate) correlation between site-specific human activity levels

and response distance. However, response distance was not positively

or negatively correlated with boating activity levels within the

entire territory (r< ±0.455, p>0.219), within 1200 m of the foraging

area (r<+0.439, p>0.237), or within 400 m of the foraging area

(r<+0.389, p>0.301). Hence, there was no indication that previous

exposure to human disturbance influenced response distance.

Theoretically, in the presence of active persecution (e.g.

shooting), less wary individuals will eventually be removed and the

population as a whole will become more wary of humans (Fraser 1984).

Ravens subject to high rates of persecution were more wary of human

approach (i.e. flushed at greater distances and stayed away longer)

than ravens free of persecution (Knight 1984). If persecution is not

well-distributed, then we might expect some pairs to be more wary

than others, depending on individual exposure to previous persecution

attempts. Observations indicate that waterfowl hunters are unevenly

distributed throughout the study area during the Fall (Jim Watson,
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pers. comm.). It is possible that some pairs experienced shooting

attempts and subsequently learned to completely avoid humans in those

areas, although my data did not reveal this.

Food availability must be considered another possible factor

influencing differences in response distance among pairs. Skagen

(1980) associated food scarcity with flushing responses of wintering

eagles on the Skagit River. I was unable to quantify site-specific

prey levels and therefore cannot adequately address this possibility.

In light of the previous discussion, it is apparent that no single

factor is effective in explaining variation among individual birds.

Indeed, the relative consistency in response distance among most

pairs is remarkable in light of all the factors suspected to affect

response patterns.

Experimental Disturbance: Variation Among Nesting Stages

Although response distance remained the same (approximately 400 m)

among the three nesting stages, the response was least dramatic

during the incubation stage and became increasingly so during the

subsequent two stages (Fig. 13). This was likely due to the

increased intensity of foraging activity during the latter nesting

stages. Eagle use of foraging areas increased markedly from

incubation to fledgling stages (Fig. 14, see also Temporal

Patterns--Season). Eagle use also became more concentrated in the

high-use area; that is, the dramatic increase in activity occurred in

the center of the high-use area (Fig. 14). This concentrated use was

undoubtedly a result of the preference for one or more key foraging

perches in the center of most foraging areas. Increasing foraging
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Figure 13. Comparison of the number of perch visits (# visits/8-hour
day) for all eagle pairs between control and influence periods in
relation to distance from the experimental disturbance (HUA) for the
incubation stage (A), nestling stage (B), and fledgling stage (C) on
the lower Columbia River, 1985-86. Note the difference in scales on
the vertical axes.
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Figure 14. Comparison of total eagle activity time (nip/8-hour day)
for all eagle pairs during the control period among nesting stages
(incubation, nestling, fledgling) in relation to distance from the
high-use foraging areas MAO on the lower Columbia River, 1985-86.
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demands during the nestling and fledgling stages resulted in more

frequent visits to these central perches. Obviously, the ecological

consequences of disturbances in high-use foraging areas, with respect

to time-energy budgets and ultimately productivity, are potentially

much greater during the nestling and fledgling stages.

Response to Moving Human Activities

Most human activities did not approach eagles at close distances

and rarely disturbed eagles when they did. Boating activities

accounted for 79% (by time) of all moving human activities.

Pedestrians and automobiles accounted for an additional 12% and 7% of

all moving human activities, respectively. Of 1676 individual moving

boating activities, only 20% (351) resulted in close contact (i.e.

<500 m) with eagles (Fig. 15a); only 6.4% (49/765) of all boat-eagle

encounters within 500 m resulted in a visible disturbance, including

encounters involving research-related activities (Fig 15b). I noted

very different patterns of encounter and disturbance rates for other

human activities (Fig. 15). Moving trains, including small rail-

maintenance cars, approached within 500 in of an eagle 60% (32/54) of

the time; yet never disturbed an eagle (0/55 encounters).

Pedestrians and off-road automobiles encountered eagles only 13%

(12/93) and 8% (11/135) of the time, yet disturbed eagles 18% (4/22)

and 25% (3/12) of the time, respectively. In contrast, low-flying

aircraft (i.e. <200 in above ground) encountered eagles 33% (18/54) of

the time and also had a disturbance rate of >16% (5/31). With the

exception of train activities, high levels of these other moving
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Figure 15. Proportion of individual human activities approaching
within 500 m of an eagle (A, encounter rates) and the proportion of
human-eagle encounters resulting in a visible eagle disturbance (B,
disturbance rates) for moving human activities on the lower Columbia
River, 1985-86. Disturbance rates include encounters involving
research activities.
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activities could result in significant numbers of disturbances; at

current levels, however, they are of little consequence to the eagle

population. Interactions involving moving boating activities,

because of their greater numbers, are of much more consequence to the

management of the entire eagle population.

Disturbances involving moving human activities consisted mostly

of flush responses (50/61); the remainder were agitation responses. I

discuss agitation responses more fully from a theoretical perspective

in a subsequent section (see Dual Disturbance Threshold Model). I

limit the subsequent analyses to flush responses only. Eighty-six

percent (756/874) of all moving human-eagle encounters and 80%

(40/50) of all moving flush disturbances involved a boating activity.

Flush disturbances were also caused by pedestrians (4), low-flying

aircraft (4), and off-road automobiles (2). Unfortunately, small

sample sizes prohibited me from analyzing each human activity

separately. I focus the subsequent analysis on boating activity;

where there are instructive differences, I also analyze all human

activities collectively.

Flushing Response and Flush Distance--Very few eagles were

flushed by moving boats, even when boats approached at close

distances (Fig. 16a). Only 5.3% (40/756) of all eagles flushed from

moving boats within 500 nu even when boats approached within 100 m,

only 27.3% (6/22) of the eagles flushed (Fig. 16b). However, these

statistics do not account for the fact that an eagle that flushed at

one particular distance would probably have flushed at lesser

distances as well. It is perhaps more instructive to define response
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Figure 16. Frequency of human-eagle encounter and disturbance (A,
Flush Occurrence) and corresponding disturbance rate (B, Flush Rate=
#flushes/#encounters) in relation to encounter distance for moving
boating activities on the lower Columbia River, 1985-86. Incremental
and cumulative flush rates are reported; cumulative flush rate is
defined as the sum of all eagles flushing at a particular distance
and greater.
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rates on the basis of cumulative response frequency (i.e. the total

number of eagles flushing at a particular distance or greater).

Using this approach, 71.4% (40/56) of all eagles flushed when boats

approached within 100 m (Fig. 16b). However, because of the

assumptions involved, this approach generates maximum estimates of

response rates. The true response rates are probably bounded by

these two estimates. Regardless of approach, because eagles rarely

encounter boats and other human activities at close distances (<200

m), even high response rates at these distances are of little

consequence.

My response rates were much lower than were observed for other

populations. Almost 43% of the wintering eagles on the Skagit River

flushed when boats, pedestrians, or land-based vehicles approached

within 500 in (Skagen 1980). These differences may reflect

differences between wintering and breeding birds; territorial,

resident eagles may feel more secure in their surroundings than

nonresident wintering eagles. However, 80% of the human-eagle

encounters reported in my study involved nonbreeding adults and

immatures. These populations possibly were exposed to different

background levels of disturbance and consequently, there was a

general difference in tolerance of humans (Fraser 1981). The most

likely explanation for these differences is that these populations

were subjected to different human encounter rates at close distances.

On the Columbia River, human-eagle encounters were unevenly

distributed between 0 and 500 m; encounter rates were much greater

beyond 200 m (Fig. 16a). The relatively low response rate beyond 200
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in deflated the overall response rate. In contrast, on the Skagit

River, human-eagle encounters were more uniformly distributed between

0 and 500 m. Clearly, response rates are only meaningful if

evaluated relative to both encounter distance and the relative

frequency of encounter.

The proportion of eagles flushing decreased exponentially with

increasing encounter distance (Fig. 16b). Flush rates were much

higher than expected in the 0-100 m and 100-200 m distances and less

than expected at distances >200 m (x2=55.14, 4 df, p<0.000; Table 3).

Flush distances ranged from 50 to 468 m and averaged 197 m (sd=98,

n=40); 95% of the eagles that flushed did so at distances <350 in

(Fig. 17). At distances <200 m, response rates for all human

activities combined were slightly less than boating activities alone,

suggesting that other human activities (e.g. trains, automobiles)

were less disturbing to eagles at close distances (Table 3). Flush

distances for all human activities combined were similar, although

mean flush distance for aircraft disturbances was notably less than

other human activities (x=87 m, sd=46, n=4).

Reported flush distances range from 25-990 m Man 1971,

Steenhof 1976, Nye and Suring 1978, Stalmaster and Newman 1978,

Skagen 1980, Knight and Knight 1984, Fraser et al. 1985); however,

these estimates were obtained under varying conditions and represent

the range in responses by individuals. Population flush distances

were somewhat less variable. Further, flush distances obtained under

conditions comparable to mine are surprisingly similar. The mean

flush distance for wintering adult bald eagles responding to
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Table 3. Flushing response behavior of bald eagles (no flush versus
flush) in relation to human-eagle encounter distance for moving
boating activities alone (A), and all moving human activities
combined (B) on the lower Columbia River, 1985-86.

Response Behavior
Encounter Distance No Response Flush Response Total

A. Boating Activities

0-100m 16a (-1.06)b 6 (+4.48) 22
101-200m 107 (-1.13) 19 (+4.78) 126
201-300m 254 (+0.43) 7 (-1.83) 261
301-400m 225 (+0.42) 6 (-1.78) 231
401-500m 114 (+0.39) 2 (-1.67) 116
Total 716 40 756

B. All Human Activities

0-100m 30 (-0.97) 8 (+3.95) 38
101-200m 162 (-0.94) 23 (+3.82) 185
201-300m 267 (+0.36) 10 (-1.47) 277
301-400m 235 ( +0.52) 6 (-2.10) 241
401-500m 130 (+0.41) 3 (-1.67) 133
Total 824 50 874

aNumber of observations.
bStandardized residuals = (observed-expected)/mpected1/2.
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Figure 17. Distribution of flushing responses (N=40) induced by
moving boating activities on the lower Columbia River, 1985-86.
Incremental percent flush distance is the percent of the total number
of flushing response occurring at a particular encounter distance;
cumulative percent flush distance is the sum of all flushes occurring
at a particular encounter distance or less.
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pedestrian disturbances on the Nooksack River was 196 DI (Stalmaster

and Newman 1978). The mean flush distances for perched wintering

eagles responding to boating disturbances on the Skagit and Nooksack

Rivers in Washington and Jordan Lake in North Carolina were 168, 150,

and 140 m, respectively (Knight and Knight 1984, Fraser pers. comm.).

The remarkable agreement among studies suggests that perhaps there is

a universal tolerance threshold for foraging eagles.

Factors Influencing Responses--No differences in flushing

responses (whether eagles flew or not) or flush distance were

attributable to nesting stage (G2=3.40, 2 df, p=0.200; KW=2.21, 2 df,

p=0.331), cloud cover (G2=1.05, 2 df, p>0.500; KW=0.85, 2 df,

p=0.655), eagle hunger condition (G2=2.20, 2 df, p=0.350; MW=34, 1

df, p=0.922), eagle age (G2=0.45, 1 df, p>0,500; MW=223, 1 df,

p=0.170), breeding status (G2=0.16, 1 df, p>0.500; MW=157, 1 df,

p=0.292), or residence status (G2=0.07, 1 df, p>0.500; MW=222, 1 df,

p=0.342). Seven factors, however, influenced flushing responses,

three of which also influenced flush distant c.

Eagle perch height had a particularly strong influence on

response patterns. Eagles perched on or close to the ground flushed

much more often than eagles perched higher in trees (Table 4).

Eagles on the ground also flew at much greater distances than eagles

perched higher off the ground (Table 5). Other investigators noted a

similar pattern pollen 1973, Stalmaster 1976, Skagen 1980); and

Knight and Knight (1984) recorded nearly identical flush distances

for wintering eagles on the ground and perched in trees on the Skagit

and Nooksack Rivers.
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Eagles on the nest, or in the immediate vicinity of the nest,

exhibited greater tolerance of approaching humans than eagles away

from the nest site. Eagles perched >800 m from the nest site flew in

response to a boat much more often than eagles perched within 400 m

of the nest site (Table 4); although flush distances were similar.

In addition, there was some evidence that eagles on the nest (e.g.

incubating, brooding) were less disturbed by an approaching human

than foraging or feeding eagles (Table 4), and that loafing eagles

flushed at greater distances than foraging or feeding eagles (Table

5); this pattern was evident with boating activities but the

relationship was not significant (Table 4 and 5). Perhaps, eagles

were more secure in the immediate vicinity of their nest, or less

willing to desert the area when eggs or young were present.

Flush response was affected by the speed and noise intensity of

the approaching boat. Eagles flushed much more often than expected

when boats approached slowly or were loud than when boats approached

rapidly or were quiet (Table 4); however, flush distances were

similar. Fraser (1981) observed a similar relationship for

pedestrian disturbances of incubating and brooding eagles; he

suggested that slower nest approaches allowed eagles more time to

"decide" to fly. I noted also that eagles were largely unaffected by

fast moving vehicles, but became increasingly agitated as vehicles

slowed to a stop nearby. I also observed an unexpectedly high

flushing response when loud boats approached within 200 m of an

eagle. Walter and Garrett (1981) noted that loud vehicle noises

between 50-200 in flushed wintering eagles in Big Bear Valley. On the
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Table 4. Summary statistics (Likelihood Ratio Statistic, df, P-
value) for factors with significant effects on flushing response
behavior for all human activities combined (N=874) and boating
activities alone (N=756) on the lower Columbia River, 1985-86.

Factor
All Human Activities Boating Activities
G2a dfb P-value G2 df P -value

Eagle Height 47.33 2 0.000 34.97 2 0.000

Approaching Speed 14.00 2 0.000 18.16 2 0.000

Distance to Nest 11.18 2 0.004 5.85 2 0.055

Time of Day 9.80 3 0.021 2.95 3 0.420

Eagle Activity 9.27 2 0.010 3.33 2 0.210

Noise Intensity 0.07 1 >0.500 4.84 1 0.028

Precipitation 2.16 1 0.150 3.69 1 0.055

aLikelihood Ratio Statistic, partitioned to measure the individual
effect of the factor on response behavior while controlling for
human-eagle encounter distance (Fienberg 1982).
bdf=degrees of freedom.
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Table 5. Summary statistics (Kruskall-Wallis or Mann-Whitney U-
Statistic, p-value) for factors with significant effects on flush
distance for all human activities combined (N=50) and boating
activities alone (N=40) on the lower Columbia River, 1985-86. Mean
flush distances (meters) by factor level also reported.

All Human Activities Boating Activities
Factor Flush Distance KW /M[ g Flush Distance KW/MW

Level Na Mean (sd)b P-value N Mean (sd) P-value

Eagle Height

<3m 17 251 (97) 10.34 14 249 (85) 7.73

1-10m 17 146 (87) (0.006) 13 152 (84) (0.021)

>10m 16 180 (95) 13 184 (103)

Eagle Activity

Hunt /Feed 33 167 (89) 175 24 175 (94) 136

Loaf/Other 17 242 (108) (0.030) 16 229 (98) (0.118)

Time of Day

<0600h 11 153 (102) 5.17 9 160 (104) 7.63

0600-0800h 18 224 (90) (0.160) 15 236 (87) (0.054)

0800-1000h 10 189 (102) 7 149 (53)

>1000h 11 185 (115) 9 205 (118)

Noise Intensity

Soft 35 212 (107) 344 30 207 (105) 172

Mod/Loud 15 147 (70) (0.084) 10 165 (67) (0.501)

aN=sample size.
bsd=standard deviation.
cEW=Kruskall-Wallis analysis of variance for factors with >2 levels;
MW=Mann-Whitney U-Statistic for factors with 2 levels.
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Columbia River, I observed the same relationship for boats. However,

flush rates were not affected by noise intensity when all human

activities were combined (Table 4), largely because loud trains never

flushed eagles.

Eagles flew in response to boats more often on rainy days than

on clear days (Table 4), but flush distances were similar. There is

some evidence that time of day also influenced flushing response.

Eagles flew in response to human activities more often in the early

morning (<0800 h) than in the late morning or afternoon (>1000 h),

although the same relationship was not apparent for boating

activities alone (Table 4). Time of day had a mild affect on flush

distance for boating activities alone, but due to the nonconstant

trend in flush distance, I was not able to interpret the relationship

(Table 5). Although human activity has been reported to be

disrupting of eagle foraging activity in the early morning (Skagen

1980), I am unaware of other quantitative evaluations of this

relationship.

Response BehaviorAlthough most eagles continued to use the

same foraging area following a disturbance, a large number of eagles

were displaced from the area completely. Sixty-two percent (31/50)

of the flushed eagles remained in the vicinity (<800 m) of the

disturbance; the remainder left the area entirely. Eagles that were

flushed from a perch flew an average of 469 m (range 0-1596 m, n=37)

to the next perch; two eagles returned to the original perch

following disturbances by low-flying aircraft. In contrast to my

observations, wintering eagles on the Nooksack River flew between 50
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and 500 m and rarely left the river system (Stalmaster and Newman

1978). These authors also demonstrated that visual buffers

effectively reduced flush distance. The openness of the Columbia

River estuary in comparison to the smaller Nooksack River may account

for the differences in avoidance flight patterns. On the Columbia

River, longer avoidance flights may be necessary for eagles to

visually buffer themselves from the offending humans and to find

other suitable tree perches, as a result of intensive tree harvests.
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EUAL DISIURBANCE THRIMOID ?DEM,

Based on the results of this study, I developed a conceptual

model explaining how eagles respond to temporal human activities in

foraging areas. I discuss this model at the individual human-eagle

encounter and at the population level. This model is useful for

evaluating disturbances in populations subject to any level of human

disturbance, and is particularly helpful when considering flush

distance as a measure of disturbance reaction (Hediger 1968:40-41).

It provides a conceptual basis for establishing buffer zones that

effectively satisfy management objectives and is useful any time

temporal disturbances of foraging areas are of concern. I emphasize

that this model provides a conceptual framework for developing

effective research and management strategies that are compatible with

the predominant types of human-eagle interactions. The model itself

does not provide specific management recommendations; it provides the

framework for generating recommendations.

Single Human-Eagle Encounter

Moving Human Activities--Under any specific set of conditions,

an eagle has at least two distinguishable disturbance thresholds

(i.e. dual disturbance thresholds). For any human-eagle encounter,

there is a relationship between the human-to-eagle distance and the

eagle's behavior; such that, as the human-to-eagle distance

decreases, there exists two points of marked change in eagle behavior

(Fig. 18): (1) The distance at which an eagle experiences

human-induced physiological or psychological changes (e.g. increased
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Figure 18. Hypothetical representation of the relationship between
the time required to elicit a flush response and the distance between
human and eagle for a single human-eagle encounter (i.e. Dual
Disturbance Thresholds).
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heart rate, diversion of attention); and (2) the distance at which an

eagle exhibits escape behavior (e.g. flushes). The former may be

considered the Agitation Distance (AD) and is recognized as the

distance at which an approaching human first elicits a change in an

eagle's physiological or psychological state; at distances greater

than this, the eagle may be aware of the human presence, but

experiences no agitation. The latter may be considered the Flush

Distance (FD) and is easily recognized as the distance at which an

approaching human first elicits overt escape behavior by an eagle.

AD is always greater than or equal to FD and is generally much

greater.

Although the existence of an AD is intuitively obvious, it is

not an easy parameter to estimate. On the Columbia River, I observed

at least 11 agitation responses to moving human activities that did

not result in a flush frum the perch; AD ranged from 80 to 486 in

(x=231, sd=143, n=11). Because of my inability to effectively assess

this behavioral state, these observations surely underestimate the

true AD's. Fraser (1981) observed a related response pattern during

intentional nest disturbances in Minnesota. During the nest

approach, he noted disturbance vocalizations 190 and 50 in prior to

flushing on two occasions. He reasoned that the birds had become

psychologically disturbed well in advance of the time at which they

actually took flight. I suspect that observations similar to these

are more common than published reports indicate.

My observations also suggest that at distances between AD and

FD, there is a relationship between the human-to-eagle distance and
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the time required to elicit overt escape behavior (Fig. 18). If a

human approaches an eagle and remains at some distance between the

two thresholds, the eagle's disturbance level increases over time

until eventually the eagle flushes. In effect, the eagle's FD

gradually increases as the disturbance level rises. Naturally, the

closer the human is to the eagle's FD, the less time required to

elicit a flush response. While the shape of this relationship is

unknown, the curvilinear pattern depicted in figure 18 illustrates

the concept.

On the Columbia River, I observed this "time-lag" response on

five occasions. In these cases, the human approached a perched eagle

at distances of 87 to 324 m (x=219, sd=121, n=5) and remained at that

distance for 2 to 25 min (x=7, sd=10, n=5) before the eagle flushed.

Prior to flushing, eagles exhibited agitated behaviors, as described

previously. Fraser (1981) intermittently approached nests in an

attempt to flush incubating or brooding eagles. He speculated that

the intermittent approach allowed birds more time to "decide" to fly,

and that this partially explained the relatively high flush distances

observed. This observation supports my suggestion that given enough

time, human activities located between AD and FD will elicit a flush

response and effectively increase FD.

Stationary Human Activity --The model also applies to

interactions involving stationary human activities. Agitation

Distance is based on the assumption that an eagle will not

voluntarily put itself in a disturbed condition for prolonged

periods; it is recognized as the general shift in eagle activity away
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from a stationary human activity. Flush Distance is based on the

assumption that an eagle will never voluntarily approach a human

closer than its FD; it is recognized as the area of complete

avoidance around a stationary human activity. Although flush

distance implies an actively approaching human, I use the phrase here

for consistency.

The time-lag response for encounters between AD and FD is also

applicable for stationary activities. Eagles sometimes approach

stationary humans at distances less than their AD for specific

purposes (e.g. predation attempts), but generally leave immediately

after the tasks are completed. Perhaps, eagles can be attracted to a

disturbed area as long as their foraging drive is greater than their

agitation level. Once in the disturbed area, however, the eagle's

agitation level builds until it surpasses the foraging drive and

eventually the bird leaves. Thus, the disturbed area may receive

limited use, but effective use of the area is largely precluded.

Flush Distance approaches AD for prolonged stationary activities. As

a result of this phenomenon, FD has limited utility for interactions

involving prolonged stationary activities.

On the Columbia River, I quantified areas of avoidance around

the experimental boating activity; I also quantified smaller areas of

complete avoidance. I noted that eagles sometimes approached within

their established avoidance areas for brief periods; in at least 36

cases, eagles were noticeably agitated during these visits. These

close approaches were generally associated with successful predation

attempts. Indeed, foraging success within 400 m of the stationary
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boat was greater during the influence period than during the control

period, suggesting that eagles only approach within their AD when the

probability of a successful prey capture is very high.

Population level

I have defined the relationship between human-to-eagle distance

and eagle behavior for a single eagle under a single set of

conditions. Each human-eagle encounter has a unique and exact

relationship (Fig. 18) and is influenced by a multitude of factors.

Hence, the relationship for a single human-eagle encounter has

limited management utility. However, if we determine the

relationship for a number of eagles over a range of meaningful

conditions (i.e. many human-eagle encounters), we can define the

relationship for the population (Fig. 19). Since each encounter

establishes a single AD and a single FD (Fig. 19a), we can produce

frequency histograms for the disturbance thresholds (Fig. 19b).

These frequency distributions can be used to determine disturbance

thresholds for populations, based on average threshold distances, or

any specified cumulative percent. Since most management guidelines

are developed for populations or geographic regions (i.e. regional

recovery plans), this information has obvious management utility.

Research and Management Implications

Moving Human Activities -- Estimating AD involves determining the

distance at which an eagle becomes agitated at the approach of a

human. This procedure depends on the observer's ability to identify
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Figure 19. Hypothetical representation of the relationship between
the time required to elicit a flush response and the distance between
human and eagle for several human-eagle encounters (A), and the
frequency distributions of the disturbance thresholds (B). FD=Flush
Distance; AD=Agitation Distance.
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physiological (e.g. increased heart rate) and psychological (e.g.

diverted attention) changes in eagles and can be approached

experimentally or observationally. Either approach is highly

subjective and extremely difficult without the aid of expensive and

complicated equipment. I am not aware of any attempts to quantify AD

for human-eagle interactions.

Estimating FD involves determining the distance at which an

eagle flushes at the approach of a human. This procedure is

relatively straightforward and objective and can be approached

experimentally or observationally. In an experimental approach,

human-eagle encounters are strictly controlled; eagles are flushed

under regulated conditions. This approach is labor-efficient, allows

for control over conditions of the human-eagle encounters, and allows

for strong statistical inferences. However, in this approach, eagles

are subjected to highly regulated, and somewhat artificial

disturbances which may or may not represent the conditions of natural

disturbances. In an observational approach, human-eagle encounters

are observed under naturally occurring conditions. This approach is

usually very time consuming, does not allow for control over

conditions of the human-eagle encounters, and allows for fewer and

weaker statistical inferences. However, in this approach,

human-eagle encounters are natural and therefore represent the likely

range of conditions under which humans and eagles will interact.

To date, most FD investigations have taken an experimental

approach. In most cases, eagles were approached by the same

researchers using the same craft (if being used). Circumstantial
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evidence suggests that individual eagles learn to recognize specific

humans or crafts (e.g. vehicle) and may become sensitized to them

(Fraser 1981, Harmata 1984). This is typically not a concern when

studying large wintering populations, since the same individual is

rarely encountered more than a few times. For breeding populations

and small, localized wintering populations the bias may be severe if

this factor is not considered in the sampling design.

Stationary Human Activities--Estimating AD involves determining

the shift (measured in distance) in eagle activity away from a

stationary human activity. This procedure is relatively

straightforward and objective, but extremely time consuming; it drs

not depend on observer ability to determine when an eagle becomes

agitated. The most practical approach is experimental, in which each

of several samples consists of two sampling periods: (1) a pre-

influence (control) period during which normal eagle activity

patterns in the foraging area are monitored; and (2) an influence

period during which the foraging area is disturbed. The disturbance

consists of a stationary human activity positioned centrally in the

foraging area. Agitation Distance is determined by comparing eagle

activity between the two sampling periods; the shift (measured in

distance) in eagle activity away from the human activity during the

influence period is equal to or greater than AD. Consequently, the

AD estimate is conservative; it is not likely to underestimate the

human disturbance impacts. The representativeness of the disturbance

and habituation/sensitization to the researcher should be considered

in the study design.
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MANAGEMENr IMPLICATIONS

I observed temporally high levels of human activities in eagle

foraging areas on the lower Columbia River and documented that

stationary boating activities can significantly influence eagle

spatial use patterns. While I was not able to conclude that human

activities are directly responsible for current eagle spatial use

patterns, the results of the experimental disturbances suggest that

boating activities have the potential to significantly affect eagle

spatial use patterns. Furthermore, my observations suggest that

human activities are probably contributing to the restricted use

patterns of foraging eagles. Therefore, I conclude that management

efforts involving temporal and spatial restrictions of human activity

would be most effective if concentrated in the foraging areas.

The choice of an appropriate strategy for managing human

activities in eagle foraging areas obviously depends on the

management objectives. In most cases, the objectives will require

humans and eagles to coexist with minimal interference. This

necessitates a thorough understanding of the spatial and temporal

activity patterns of both humans and eagles and the types and exact

nature of human-eagle interactions occurring in the foraging areas.

My study was designed to address these questions specifically.

To date, most management efforts concerned with human

disturbance of breeding bald eagle populations have focussed on the

nest site. This largely stems from the belief that nest disturbances

are the major causes of site desertion and nesting failure. While

several observers have associated lowered productivity and site
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desertion to nest disturbances (Murphy 1965, Retfalvi 1965, Juenemann

1973, Thelander 1973, Weekes 1974, Grubb 1976, Anthony and Isaacs, in

press), others have found little or no evidence of disturbance-caused

nest failures (Mathisen 1968, Grier 1969, Swenson 1975, McEwan and

Birth 1979, Fraser 1981, Bangs et al. 1982); although, most of these

studies have potential biases that may have influenced their

conclusions about human disturbance impacts. In most of these

studies, human-eagle interactions occurring away from the nest site

were not considered. During my study, I never observed nest

disturbances and rarely observed human activities in the immediate

vicinity of an active nest. Most nest sites are relatively

inaccessible to ground-based human activities. Therefore, it is

unlikely that human activities near nest sites are the source of

significant human-eagle interaction and the cause of the depressed

productivity on the lower Columbia River.

On the other hand, I documented temporally high levels of human

activity in foraging areas. The ability of raptors to procure

adequate amounts of food may affect reproductive success (Rusch et

al. 1972, Sherrod et al. 1976, Newton 1979, Smith et al. 1981).

Therefore, any disruption of feeding activity may ultimately affect

productivity. Stalmaster (1983) demonstrated the potential of human

disturbance to increase energy stress on wintering bald eagles, and

Knight and Knight (1986) documented a reduction in feeding efficiency

of wintering bald eagles as human encounters increased. However, I

am unaware of any attempts to relate human-eagle interactions in

foraging areas of breeding bald eagles to productivity.
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Garrett et al. (1987) documented high levels of DDE and PCB's in

breeding eagles on the lower Columbia River and demonstrated a strong

relationship between these contaminants and eagle productivity. The

effects of contaminants and prey availability on productivity make it

extremely difficult to isolate the effects of human disturbance on

productivity, especially in a small population with an extremely

limited sample size. These 3 factors undoubtedly interact to effect

the productivity of this population. Consequently, I can only

speculate on how human activities alone might be affecting

productivity.

Eagles, on the average, avoided an area within 300-400 m of the

experimental boating activity. In effect, a single, stationary boat

eliminated between 28-50 ha from available high-use foraging area.

High-use areas, based on the harmonic mean 50% utilization contours,

encompassed an average 1.3 km2 (169 ha) of the home range area.

Under these conditions, a few strategically located boats could be

sufficient to effectively disturb a pair's entire key foraging area.

Since eagles on the lower Columbia River typically rely on a few key

foraging areas to provide the majority of their foraging needs, it is

possible that human activities in these arPaq prohibit eagles from

meeting their energetic demands, and thereby affect productivity.

Therefore, I strongly suggest that management efforts be directed at

high-use foraging areas. I offer specific recommendations involving

spatial and temporal restrictions on human activity; I also offer

suggestions for managing foraging habitat.
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Spatial Restrictions

Designation of buffer zones is a widely accepted management

strategy for limiting impacts at nest sites, roosts and concentrated

winter feeding areas (Mathisen et al. 1977, Stalmaster 1980, Howard

and Postovit 1987). Human activities are perhaps best managed by

designating buffer zones around important resource areas (Knight and

Knight 1987, Howard and Postovit 1987). The major difficulty with

the buffer concept is the need to determine zone size; any measure of

disturbance reaction may be used to estimate zone width. Agitation

and Flush Distances for moving and stationary human activities will

often differ dramatically and therefore lead to very different buffer

zone widths.

I suggest the use of buffer zones to protect high-use foraging

areas of breeding bald eagles on the lower Columbia River. Based on

the Dual Disturbance Threshold Model and the results of this study, I

developed alternative buffer zone strategies. Alternatives represent

a range of strategies suggested by several different authors (Fig.

20). The difference in buffer zone widths between moving versus

stationary human activities is particularly noteworthy, and

emphasizes the importance of designing studies to appropriately

reflect the true nature of human-eagle interactions occurring in the

population.

Moving Human Activities. Flushing response rates were

significantly higher when boats approached within 200 in than at

greater distances (see Table 3 and Fig. 16b). This, in conjunction

with a mean flush distance of approximately 200 in (see Fig. 17),
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Figure 20. Alternative buffer zone strategies based on the
predominant form of human activity (moving or stationary), management
level (50% or 95% of the population protected), and the degree of
protection sought (AD or FD) for foraging areas of breeding bald
eagles on the lower Columbia River.
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suggests that many eagles do not tolerate human presence within 200

Based on flushing response rates (i.e. % of eagles flushing at

any given encounter distance), buffer zones of 100 m would be

sufficient to protect >50% of the population from human-induced

(moving boating activities) flushes; buffer zones of 200 m would be

needed to protect 95% of the population (see Fig. 16b). However,

based on flush distance (i.e. only considers eagles that flush),

buffer zones of 200 and 350 m would be required to protect 50% and

95% of the population from human-induced flushes, respectively (see

Fig. 17). The choice of flushing response rates or flush distances

as the basis for making buffer zone recommendations depends on

whether the desire is to consider each eagle equally or to emphasize

those individuals sensitive to human disturbance. Flushing response

rates are based on the entire eagle population. Flush distances, on

the other hand, are based on only those individuals that flush, and

therefore emphasize the portion of the population most sensitive to

human disturbance. Unfortunately, I was unable to estimate AD for

interactions involving moving human activities.

Several authors have advocated the use of these estimates of

disturbance reaction to establish buffer zones around important eagle

use areas (Stalmaster and Newman 1978, Knight and Knight 1984, Fraser

1985). However, buffer zones are usually suggested on the basis of

flush distanres. Flush distance is usually estimated using an

experimental approach, in which the eagles are forced to flush.

Theoretically, this approach should produce reasonable estimates of

disturbance reaction if the experimental disturbances are
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representative of the naturally occurring interactions. However, my

results suggest that for observational approaches (this study), flush

distance is not an appropriate measure of disturbance reaction unless

interpreted in conjunction with flushing response rates; flush

distance estimates alone may lead to erroneous buffer zone

recommendations.

Stationary Human Activities. Among 9 pairs of eagles, the

average AD to the experimental stationary boating activity was

between 400-500 m; the average FD (area of complete avoidance) around

the experimental boating activity was between 150-220 nh These

estimates are slightly different than those reported earlier, because

each pair's response distance is considered separately and equally in

these estimates. In the previous estimates (Fig. 10-12), the data

for all pairs was pooled; consequently, pairs were weighted

proportionate to the intensity in which they used their sample areas.

Because of the time-lag response (Fig 18), FD is not an appropriate

measure of disturbance reaction for stationary human activities.

Based on these results, buffer zones of at least 400 m would be

necessary to ensure unaltered use of the foraging areas by 50% of all

breeding bald eagles; buffer zones of 800 m would be required to

ensure unaltered use of the foraging areas by 95% of all breeding

bald eagles.

Recommended Strategy. The choice of strategies for defining

buffer zone width largely depends on the degree of eagle protection

sought and the predominant type of human activity being managed

(moving or stationary). Under existing conditions on the lower
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Columbia River, eagles rarely encounter moving boats and other human

activities at distances which result in flush responses; therefore,

estimates of flushing response rates and flush distance are not

appropriate measures for establishing buffer zone width. In

contrast, stationary boats represent the dominant source of

disturbance to eagles. Therefore, I suggest the use of AD from

experiments involving stationary boats to establish buffer zone

width. I recommend buffer zones 400 m wide around high-use foraging

areas as the single most appropriate and practical management

strategy. Buffer zones of this width would be sufficient to protect

>95% of all eagles from being flushed by moving boats, and at least

50% of all resident adults from the effects of stationary boats in or

near their high-use foraging areas. Buffer zones could be expanded

to 800 in on a site-specific basis to protect sensitive pairs or

sensitive foraging areas.

Temporal Restrictions

Management strategies involving temporal restrictions of human

activity are generally used in conjunction with buffer zones.

Restrictions on temporal human activities need only be in effect

during times when the birds are using the critical resource (Knight

and Knight 1987). Typically, temporal human activities (e.g.

recreational activities) are prohibited within designated buffer

zones during critical periods of the year (i.e. breeding season). I

suggest the use of temporal restrictions in combination with buffer
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zones to allow eagles undisturbed use of their foraging areas during

these periods while also minimizing restrictions on human activity.

On the lower Columbia River, human activity levels are highest

when eagle foraging efforts are greatest. Human and eagle activity

levels increase dramatically from incubation to fledgling stages

(March-August). Additionally, eagle use is more concentrated in the

foraging areas during the later nesting stages. As a result, human

disturbances are more frequent and potentially have more ecological

consequence during the nestling and fledgling stages. This is

somewhat contrary to the belief that disturbances early in the

breeding season, particularly during courtship and early incubation,

are most detrimental (Juenemann 1973, Fyfe and Olendorff 1976, Grier

and Fyfe 1987). Indeed, in many raptor species, early disturbances

of the nest site may lead to desertion or abandonment of eggs, while

desertion is much less likely after the young hatch (Fyfe and

Olendorff 1976, Grier and Fyfe 1987). I suggest that the use of

buffer zones around high-use foraging areas would be most effective

if used during the nestling and fledgling stages (May-August). Of

course, this does not negate the importance of minimizing nest

disturbances during the early nesting stages.

My data also suggest that eagle feeding activity is greatest

during the early morning hours. Although human activity levels are

lowest during this portion of the day, there still exists

considerable potential for interaction. Consequently, I suggest that

buffer zones are essential during the early morning hours (<1000 h),

and that restrictions could be lifted after 1000 h each day.
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Habitat Management

Although eagle response to the experimental boating activity was

fairly consistent among pairs, the variation I did observe may be

related to differennes in habitat characteristics of the high-use

areas. I suspect that the size of the foraging area and the

availability of alternative perch sites influences response patterns.

If this is true, then small, concentrated foraging areas with few or

no alternative perch sites may be most vulnerable to the adverse

affects of human activities. Providing alternative foraging perches,

either by retaining shoreline trees or by providing artificial

perches such as pilings, may allow for the simultaneous use of a

foraging area by humans and eagles, and thereby minimize the

ecological consequences of human activities in high-use foraging

areas.

Each pair of eagles concentrated their foraging activity in a

few areas. These high-use areas are typically centered around one or

more key foraging perches. These perches usually offer the eagles a

commanding view of the surrounding foraging habitat, and include

trees on prominent points along the shoreline, isolated trees on the

shorelines of natural, shrub-dominated islands, and single pilings or

groups of pilings on tidal mudflats. I suggest that these key

foraging perches be protected and that previously suggested buffer

zones be established around these sites.
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RTIURE RESEARCH

Fraser (1985) noted the futility of conducting observational

studies to determine the effect of human activities on bald eagle

parameters such as productivity. He suggested that experiments in

which a substantial number of eagles are disrupted to the point of

nest failure by a variety of human activities be carried out to

adequately address this question. However, studies of this nature

are highly undesirable for threatened or endangered populations; yet,

it is these populations that need immediate research and management

consideration. For these populations, I suggest the need for

non-disruptive experiments such as ours, designed to relate bald

eagle behavior (not productivity) directly to human activities

without jeopardizing site occupancy, nesting success, or

productivity. I further suggest that these experiments need to be

formulated on the basis of a thorough assessment of the naturally

occurring human-eagle interactions, and be designed to produce

information useful to the resource manager.

The results of this study demonstrate the complexity of

human-eagle interactions. Disturbance is not always in the form of a

human-induced flush from a perch. Indirect disturbances, not easily

investigated with an observational study, potentially have very

significant ecological consequences. Future investigations on this

topic should consider alternative conceptual models and develop a

sampling strategy that accurately reflects the predominant form of

human-eagle interaction occurring in the target population.
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